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Short Description

CommScope’s FOSC 400 products are butt-type closures used in the outside plant network when mass
splice storage is the main requirement.
They are available in four different sizes and are typically used as track joints. Depending on the closure
size, the splice storage and organizer trays can accommodate from 6 to 768 single fibre splices. All
splicing trays are hinged at one end and any fibre can be accessed without disturbing fibre on other
trays, kinking buffer tubes, or introducing losses. All cable termination and sealing functions are
provided with the closures. Uncut loose buffer tube storage is provided in optional storage baskets.

The FOSC 450 range features CommScope’s new gel sealing system. FOSC 450G gel sealed splice
closures have the same splice capacity as standard FOSC 400 closures and feature the same reliable and
easy-to use dome-to-base clamping system. The major difference with the FOSC 450G closures is that
the cable sealing terminations use gel sealing technology instead of traditional heat shrink. Gel seal
cable terminations automatically adjust to cable size and shape, and require no special tools, tapes or
mastics to install. Gel seals enable quick and easy cable removal and are completely re-usable.

Description

CommScope’s FOSC 400 products are butt-type closures used in the outside plant network when mass
splice storage is the main requirement.
They are available in four different sizes and are typically used as track joints. Depending on the closure
size, the splice storage and organizer trays can accommodate from 6 to 768 single fibre splices. All
splicing trays are hinged at one end and any fibre can be accessed without disturbing fibre on other
trays, kinking buffer tubes, or introducing losses. All cable termination and sealing functions are
provided with the closures. Uncut loose buffer tube storage is provided in optional storage baskets.

The FOSC 450 range features CommScope’s new gel sealing system. FOSC 450G gel sealed splice
closures have the same splice capacity as standard FOSC 400 closures and feature the same reliable and
easy-to use dome-to-base clamping system. The major difference with the FOSC 450G closures is that
the cable sealing terminations use gel sealing technology instead of traditional heat shrink. Gel seal
cable terminations automatically adjust to cable size and shape, and require no special tools, tapes or
mastics to install. Gel seals enable quick and easy cable removal and are completely re-usable.
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